Cage The Elephant (self titled)

Formed in 2006 their Debut album landed at the UK top 38 in the top
100 charts in the week of its release and 171 on the billboard 200 later
moving to 67 recorded in true garage style in 10.Where do cage the
elephant get their name? “it comes from Indian philosophy where the
elephant is a symbol of good and strength and everybody wants to cage
the elephant” matt Shultz (lead singer)

The band members of cage the elephant include
Matt Shultz(lead singer) Bryan Shultz(rhythm guitar)
Nick Bockrath(lead guitarist) Matthan Minster (guitarist and
keyboard) Daniel Tichenor (bassist) jared champion(drummer)

Not too much is known about most the band
members childhoods they all went to high school
together and formed bands in high school but not
with each other matt Shultz got into music because
his parents divorced and his mom started dating the
football coach so at first it was an act of aggression

Track list

1.

"In One Ear" 4:01

In one Ear was origanlly released as a single peaked at #3
on top charts
2.

"James Brown"

3:20

3.

"Ain't No Rest for the Wicked" 2:55

Originally released as cd single it reached Top 40 on the
charts When asked how he got the idea for the song
Shultz stated “I was working with a coworker who dealt
drugs and when I asked him why he dealt drugs he said
there aint no rest for the wicked
4.

"Tiny Little Robots" 4:10

Tiny Little Robots is about how the govermant made this
generation to be controlled and how we need to break
free and find real free will
5.

"Lotus” 3:16

6.

"Back Against the Wall"

3:48

Released as the bands fourth single it peaked at #1 on
alternative rock charts reached #12 on rock charts

7.

"Drones in the Valley" 2:27

8.

"Judas" 3:26

Judas is all about a man giving his life for money and
power
9.

"Back Stabbin' Betty" 3:39

This songs all about a man in a verbally abusive
relationship who wants to leave an does end up leaving
10. "Sail to the Sun" 3:17
11. "Free Lov

